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Manchester Jewish Museum at night, Joel Chester Fildes 2021
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Thank you for your interest in the position of Chief
Executive at Manchester Jewish Museum.


This is an exciting time to join our organisation
following our successful reopening following a £6
million capital redevelopment.


We have tried to include everything you need to know
in this recruitment pack but if you have any further
questions please email:

recruitment@manchesterjewismuseum.com



SECTION ONE: About Manchester Jewish Museum 
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SECTION ONE: 

ABOUT MANCHESTER
JEWISH MUSEUM




Who We Are


After almost a decade of planning, fundraising and consultations (not to
mention a global pandemic) Manchester Jewish Museum reopened in
July 2021 following a £6 million redevelopment. 



Doubling in size, the new museum boasts a brand-new gallery to
showcase its collections documenting the social history of Jewish
Manchester alongside a new café, learning studio and kitchen, collection
store and welcome atrium. The museum’s historic Grade II* listed
Synagogue has also been fully restored and refurbished to its original 1874
glory with new AV features integrated so it can be used as a unique
cultural events space.



Alongside the physical changes, there has also been a fundamental
change in the museum’s mission and values. The new museum defines
itself as a place to experience and explore how we are different, together.
Its four core values are: Imagination, Bravery, Belonging, and Impact. 



The museum’s values are behind everything the new museum offers;
from the new café menu offering vegetarian adaptations of traditional
Jewish recipes, to the events it produces and the training and
recruitment process for its staff and volunteers.
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The museum’s reopening has been a tremendous success, welcoming
over 6,700 visitors in the first four months, winning UK building awards
and receiving national and international acclaim from press, industry
and visitors alike.



Since 2011, Max Dunbar has led the redevelopment and steered the
museum through significant organisational growth and change. Having
now delivered the project and opened the new museum to record number
of visitors and critical acclaim, Max will be moving on to a new challenge
and believes now is the perfect time to hand over the reins to somebody
new to lead the museum through its next exciting phase of growth and
development.



This is an exciting time to join the museum and take it on the next part
of its journey, upon the success of the reopening.


.

Eat the Archives in our Learning Kitchen, Chris Payne 2021
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OUR MANIFESTO


A place to experience and explore how we are different, together.


Manchester Jewish Museum is common ground; a hospitable place that
makes connections by showing and sharing universal experiences
through the stories of one particular culture.


We connect Jewish stories to the world and to our society, in order to
explore both our differences and similarities, and to celebrate that which
makes people unique and that which connects us all.


In doing so we look to spark reaction and change and to make real the
knowledge that there is more that binds us together than separates us.


We boldly explore and combine educational, cultural and artistic
experiences to encourage those with whom we come into contact to feel
and believe that we are all better together.

We make connections to make things better



OUR VALUES


Imagination – we are creative, playful and daring; we open minds and
generate energy.


Bravery – our ambitions are motivated by development, growth and
change; we are open-minded.


Belonging – we actively celebrate diversity, and we promote
acceptance.


Impact – our mission is to be relevant, useful and to make an impact on
audiences, neighbourhood, our sector and on society.
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Manchester Jewish Museum Spanish and Portuguese Synagogue, Philip Vile
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Our building


In February 1872, Manchester’s growing Sephardi community met to
discuss building the first Sephardi synagogue in the city (Sephardi Jews
are those whose origins lie in Spain and Portugal) and commissioned
architect Edward Salomons. When designing the synagogue, Salomons
took inspiration from the Spanish and Portuguese origins of the
synagogue members. Two years later our synagogue opened – on 6 May
1874.  


Over the years our synagogue has changed to reflect the needs of the
congregation but by the 1970s the Sephardi population had dispersed
across Manchester.


During this time the idea of converting our synagogue into a museum
was first raised. The Jewish Heritage Committee, which later became the
museum’s first board of trustees, was formed and launched a public
appeal to raise funds to convert the synagogue into a museum. After two
years of conservation work our museum opened on Sunday 25 March
1984.


In 2019 the museum temporarily closed to undergo a £6 million capital
development including full renovation and restoration of the now Grade
II* listed building. Conservation experts, historic painters and stained
glass specialists were all involved in painstakingly researching and
restoring the synagogue to its original decorative scheme, returning the
synagogue to its former visual glory.


On Friday 2 July 2021 the museum reopened, doubling in size. Designed by
award-winning architects, Citizens Design Bureau, our contemporary
two-storey extension includes a new gallery, learning studio & kitchen,
collection store, shop and café. Our beloved Grade II* listed Synagogue has
also been fully restored and refurbished to its original decorative
scheme.
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This beautifully restored synagogue now serves as both a major museum
exhibit, and also as a stunning performance space in which the museum
hosts live cultural events, gigs, talks, shows and concerts. Oral histories
resonate throughout the space, telling authentic stories of the people
who once frequented the synagogue.


Our Corten clad façade lights up at night like a beacon on Cheetham Hill
Road, with the light shining through the intricate patterns that mirror
Salomons’ geometric designs seen in our Synagogue.


Our new gallery showcases our collection based around the universal
themes of journeys, communities and identities. Our on-site collection
store is where many of our 31,000 objects are stored and people can carry
out their own research. Our new Learning Kitchen and Studio provides a
space where groups, schools and communities can bake, cook, eat, learn
and share together. Finally our café, shop and welcome atrium is a space
where anyone and everyone can feel welcome and included.


We are incredibly proud of our building – old and new. It tells the stories
of Jewish Manchester and its history, whilst bringing new communities
together.


Manchester Jewish Museum exterior, Philip Vile 2021
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Our GALLERIES AND COLLECTION


Following a £6 million redevelopment our new museum includes a
brand-new purpose built gallery to display our collection. Our gallery is
presented in three themes:


• Journeys

• Communities

• Identities.


All the stories told on our galleries are Jewish but by framing them
within these universal themes they hopefully feel relevant to all of our
audiences, Jewish and non-Jewish. 


Each of these themes is represented through a different space in our
gallery which uses a mix of object displays, written interpretation,
interactive digital screens and audio pods playing extracts from our oral
history collection. We feel it was vital that our exhibition tells our stories
and displays our collection through a range of different media to make it
as accessible as possible for all ages and learning styles.


We hold over 31,000 items in our collection, documenting the story of
Jewish migration and settlement in Manchester, some of which is on
display in our gallery. This includes over 20,000 photographs and over 530
oral histories and a wide range of objects, documents and ephemera.


Our galleries and collection seek to reflect the diversity of Jewish
experience, telling the nuanced and complex social histories of
Manchester’s Jewish communities and what it means to be “Jewish”.
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Our PROGRAMME


Our programme seeks to embody our manifesto and our values. Through
events, activities, groups and schools engagement, and partnership
working we seek to bring people together to make connections.


We boldly explore and combine educational, cultural and artistic
experiences to encourage those with whom we come into contact to feel
and believe that we are all better together.


Our programme serves three key purposes:


• To bring to life the stories found within our collections and our
building.


• To broaden and diversify the museum’s audiences, bringing in new
audiences and retaining and engaging our existing audiences. We aim to
bring together within the museum and outside.


• To embody our values of imagination, bravery, belonging and impact.

We balance financial sustainability with audience development and a
commitment to our values and manifesto.



She Seeks Out Wool by Sophie Ablett performed in our synagogue, Chris Payne 2021
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We serve a range of communities, both Jewish and non-Jewish. We
recognise our responsibility to tell the diverse stories of Jewish
Manchester and also our location within Cheetham Hill, one of
Manchester’s most culturally diverse and socio-economically deprived
areas.


Our programme includes:


• Performances and Events

We programme a range of events that connect with our collection, our
building, and our audiences. These include our Synagogue Nights season
of events in our synagogue, our Cheetham Cultural Festival Open Day
and a series of Digital Trailblazers leading to our opening.
 

• Our Museum Groups

We have several core groups which represent the audiences and
communities we serve. They explore different artforms and often
collaborate with guest artists and speakers. Our current groups include:
Jewish Culture Club, Women’s Textiles Group, Song-Writing Group,
Foodie Group, Artist’s Network and Creative Activists.
 

• Schools and Groups

Our schools and education programme is an essential part of our
programme, enabling future generations to connect with and learn about
Jewish tradition and cultures. Next year we will also be launching a range
of Groups’ packages for groups that wish to book an enhanced experience
when visiting the museum.
 

• Holiday and Weekend Activities

We offer a regular programme of year-round participatory activities,
targeted at families and adults which explore elements of Jewish Culture
or make connections with our collection, building and programme.
 

• Temporary Exhibitions

In addition to our permanent exhibition, we will be programming
temporary exhibitions working with the communities we serve.
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Our COMMERCIAL OFFER



Our Cafe

As part of our redevelopment, Manchester Jewish Museum opened a new
vegetarian kosher-style café to enhance our visitor experience and
embody the museum’s manifesto to be a place to connect and model its
values of imagination, bravery, belonging and impact. 


Our new café serves a contemporary vegetarian kosher-style* menu using
local produce and authentic Jewish and vegetarian ingredients. Our
menu is designed to be a discovery of traditional meets innovative,
providing a flavour of Jewish heritage. It is based on three principles of
Jewish food: evolving recipes, meals to nourish and sustain you, and
bringing people together. We seek to be sustainable and ethical whilst
providing great value-for-money and an excellent customer experience.


Our café is an invitation to our visitors to take a moment to gather round
a table, reflect on their visit and to connect with one another.


*Using kosher-ingredients but without on-site Beth Din supervision.




Lentil soup and carrot lox bagel from our Cafe, Chris Payne 2021
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Our Shop


Our new shop in our welcome atrium sells a curated selectionof books,
gifts, stationary and memorabilia inspired our collection, Jewish culture
and Manchester’s history. 


We are not your standard museum shop. Our personality and manifesto
leads our commercial decisions. We stock merchandise that we feels
reflects our values and mission to be a place of belonging, connection and
sharing.


We’re affordable, accessible and a little bit different. 


Venue Hire and Groups


We will be launching both our venue hire and groups offer in 2022,
recognising their potential income as vital to the museum’s financial
sustainability. We also recognise the museum’s limited staff and physical
capacity and that the potential income needs to be balanced with the cost
and impact on the building and our team.





She Seeks Out Wool by Sophie Ablett performed in our synagogue, Chris Payne 2021

Head of Commercial

Operations

Chief Executive

Board of Trustees

Finance & Admin

Manager

Administrator

Marketing & Comms

Manager

Digital Intern

(temporary)

Volunteer management is distributed across the roles depending on relevant area of service.

Cafe Team Leaders 

x2

Creative Producer

(CYP)

Head of Programmes

Creative Producer

(Adults)

Curator

Our Team Structure
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SECTION TWO: 

ABOUT THE ROLE



Job Title: Chief Executive


Reporting to: Chair of Trustees


Direct Reports: Head of Commercial Operations, Head of Programmes,
Finance & Administration Manager, Marketing & Communications
Manager, Curator


Salary: £40,000-45,000 p.a. (subject to experience)


Hours: 35 hours per week, some evening and weekend shifts required


Leave Entitlement: 20 days plus Jewish Festivals and Bank Holidays


Probationary Period: 3 months


Pension Entitlement: Creative Pension Trust, employer contributions
3%, employee contributions 5%


The Chief Executive will be responsible for leading and developing the
new Manchester Jewish Museum. Working closely with the Chair and the
Board of Trustees, they will be responsible for developing and then
delivering a new strategy for growth, driven by the museum’s manifesto
and values. 


The Chief Executive will deliver strong leadership, holding accountability
for strategy, execution and resource management, and will act as an
advocate and ambassador for the organisation with a wide range of
stakeholders and partners including the National Lottery Heritage Fund
(NLHF), Arts Council England (ACE), Greater Manchester Combined
Authority (GMCA), Manchester City Council (MCC), private supporters,
local communities and cultural partners.
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Building on the museum’s successful re-opening in July 2021, the Chief
Executive will need to build on existing donor relationships and
partnerships and at the same time identify and cultivate new supporters
and partnerships to help meet income targets. The Chief Executive, with
the support of the Marketing & Communications Manager, will ensure
the museum firmly establishes itself as a leading cultural organisation in
Manchester and the North.


Supporting the Head of Commercial Operations, the Chief Executive
needs to ensure the museum maximises revenue from a variety of
sources including ticket income, retail, catering, gift aid, group bookings
and event hospitality. 


To grow and diversify museum audiences, they will support the Head of
Programmes to develop and implement a new programming strategy,
‘scratching’ work with artists and audiences to produce a diverse
portfolio of work, including evening events, school engagement, creative
workshops and immersive food experiences.


Ensuring the museum achieves full accreditation with Arts Council
England, the Chief Executive will support the Curator in promoting,
preserving and making the museum’s collection accessible through
exhibits, digital content, events and research opportunities. 
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Key Responsibilities


Leadership

 

• To provide inspirational leadership through an inspiring, creative and
participative leadership style that encourages staff to participate whilst
retaining the final say in decision-making.


• To be an ambassador for the organisation, e.g. with community
partners, stakeholders and funders (most notably ACE, NLHF, GMCA,
MCC) ensuring positive relationships and the enhancement of the
organisation’s reputation.


• To communicate the organisation’s manifesto and values to all trustees,
staff, volunteers and to engender a shared sense of purpose.


• To identify new partnership opportunities.


• To act as a champion for access and engagement within the
organisation.


• To act as a champion for diversity within the organisation.


• To act as a champion for the scratch process so that all trustees, staff
and volunteers are engaged.


Financial Accountability


• To lead the fundraising effort, ensuring the right strategy is in place and
being executed to achieve budgeted levels of donations and support from
trusts, foundations and other funding bodies.


• To take full responsibility for operating the business on a sound
financial basis – always ensuring adequate financial controls are in place.
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• To lead the implementation of the business plan so that there is
effective evaluation, monitoring and reporting on key performance
indicators.


• To support the Head of Commercial Operations to develop and grow the
museum’s retail, catering, membership and hire offer.


• To produce annual budgets for presentation and approval by the Board
of Trustees and to closely monitor the operating and financial
performance against them.


• To support Finance Manager with preparation of monthly management
accounts and annual statutory accounts, and present to Finance Trustee
prior to Board meetings and AGMs.


• To liaise with funding bodies, partners and stakeholders providing
regular updates on performance, risks and achievements.



Marketing, Advocacy and Communications


• To support the Marketing & Communications Manager to ensure a
compelling and innovative marketing & comms strategy drives
awareness, achieves footfall, delivers revenue targets and maintains the
brand values.


• To act as the key spokesperson for the museum, promoting the
manifesto and values in the media and at local, regional, national and
international events .
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Programming and Collection


• To support the Head of Programmes in developing a programming
strategy, scratching work with artists and audiences to help grow and
diversify audiences.


• To support the programming team in developing and implementing a
diverse portfolio of events, including evening Lates, school sessions,
creative workshops and food experiences for adult groups.


• To support the Curator in promoting, preserving and making the
museum’s collection fully accessible through exhibits, digital content,
events and research opportunities.


Governance and Risk


• To take a lead role in strengthening and diversifying the Board and
supporting trustees, so that the Trust meets its Charitable Objects.


• To join the Board as a trustee/director ensuring the museum meets
HMRC requirements as a VAT registered organisation .


• To ensure the Board has robust systems in place to review
organisational performance against agreed strategy, targets and risks.


• To be aware of the wider strategic context in which the museum is
operating and to identify opportunities and risks to the organisation as a
result.


• To ensure the museum achieves and retains full accreditation with Arts
Council England.
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Facilities Management



• To take overall responsibility for Building and Facilities Management,
managing contracts for external IT support, utilities, cleaning, till,
phones etc 



• To implement the building management & maintenance plan and
develop effective strategies to develop and maintain operational
excellence, including adherence to health and safety and other relevant
policies 



• To ensure all operations, programmes, activities and events are
conducted in line with Health and Safety policies and guidelines



• Manage annual health and safety and fire inspections and implement
recommendations 



• Emergency response contact and shared responsibility for security/
alarm call outs 



• Ensure practices and planning are in line with the environmental
sustainability goals and contribute to a team-wide effort to reduce the
museum’s footprint



• To deliver Duty Manager responsibilities, including opening-up in
mornings, closing in evenings, setting alarms and working weekends
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Person Specification - Who
we’re looking for


Essential

 

• A successful track record of leadership and a demonstrable ability to
lead and inspire team members and partners with their vision and
enthusiasm.


• Highly developed people management skills, experienced at role
modelling behaviours to motivate and inspire others.


• Strong financial and commercial acumen with the proven ability to
manage resources prudently and with strong business planning skills

• Entrepreneurial flair and the ability to both identify new commercial
opportunities and maximise existing ones.


• A track record and passion for delivering consistently excellent
experiences for diverse audiences.


• Experienced public speaker and organisational ambassador. An
excellent communicator, verbally and in writing, able to represent the
organisation in the media, at events and across social media.


• Track record of working collaboratively with a wide range of public,
commercial and charitable organisations and nurturing relationships
with key stakeholders.


• Experience of networking, persuading, influencing and forming
effective relationships with leaders and stakeholders from a wide variety
of sectors including funding bodies, local councils, businesses and other
leading public bodies.


• Experienced at handling a complex set of demands in an efficient,
orderly way.
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• Experienced at supporting good governance and an understanding of how
charities work.



• Demonstratable commitment to delivering the museum’s inclusivity and
cultural diversity objectives.



• Flexibility and sensitivity in relating to a wide variety of different people
within and outside the museum.



Skills and Abilities



• Outstanding strategic leadership skills .



• Credibility at Board level and internally/externally with all stakeholders.



• Inspirational style of leadership. 



• Strong financial management skills. 



• Outstanding written and verbal communication and interpersonal skills.



• First class influencing skills 



Personal Attributes, Values and Behavior



• A personal commitment and passion for the museum’s manifesto and
values.



• A belief in the ability for our museum to transform and enrich people’s
lives.



• A hard worker with a positive ‘can do’ attitude – willing to help in all areas
when needed and to always lead by example.



• A strong commitment to act as a role-model for our values.



• A champion of equality, diversity and inclusion




Diversity and Inclusion



Manchester Jewish Museum prides itself on being a welcoming and
inclusive organisation, actively celebrating diversity and promoting
acceptance and inclusivity.


We value the benefits that diverse perspectives bring to our team and
practise. We recognise we currently under-represent people of colour,
people with disabilities and those with intersecting identities in our
team. We also seek to include self-identifying Jewish representation
across our workforce. We actively encourage candidates with the above
identities to apply for the position and are committed to positive policies
to promote equal opportunity in the museum industry.


While the successful candidate will be selected purely on merit, in the
event of a tie between two candidates with equal experience, we may
select a candidate who helps us better represent the communities the
museum serves.


If you have any questions regarding access or inclusion please email
recruitment@manchesterjewishmuseum.com
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SECTION Three: 

How To Apply



Deadline for applications by email: 9am, Monday 24 January 2022



How to apply: Send your CV with a cover note of no more than 2 sides of
A4, detailing why you want this role and to work with us at Manchester
Jewish Museum and why you are a good fit for the position, drawing on
the job requirements and person specification. 



Please also download and complete our Equal Opportunities Monitoring
Form from our website and include in your application.



Email your application and Equal Opportunities form to our trustee, 

Cath Birchall at recruitment@manchesterjewishmuseum.com



Any further questions can also be made to Cath at
recruitment@manchesterjewishmuseum.com



We will notify shortlisted candidates as soon as possible. 



First interviews will be held week beginning 7th February, second
interviews week beginning 14th February. 

Thank

You

Manchester Jewish Museum Communities Gallery, Philip Vile

